Smart
Home
Connectivity and The Future
More than ever technology is shaping the way we live our lives, empowering our choices, shaping our decisions and maximizing our opportunities. LG is at the forefront of complete home connectivity
and the possibilities that brings.

THE MODERN SMART HOME & IOT

What is a smart home?
A smart home is an innovative house connected to the Internet of Things (IoT), which refers to
connectivity between home appliances, lighting, heating, air conditioning, security, and other
devices. Data is then collected and applied to the automatic measurement of home conditions,
management of home appliances, control of home access and more.

THE STATS

83
MILLION

U.S. households
own at least 1
smart home device

Household penetration of
smart home technology is
expected to grow to
57.3% by 2025

Consumer Technology Association,
Exploring the Smart Home Ecosystem: A
Segmentation Analysis 2019

77.1 million smart
homes are expected
in the U.S. by 2025
Number of Smart Homes in the U.S.
2017-2025, Statista Research
Department, 2021

Statista Research Department, Digital Market
Outlook, 2021

86%

of consumers who own a
smart heating and cooling
system are satisﬁed or
highly satisﬁed with their
purchase
Smart Home Technology Usage, Satisfaction and
Purchase Intent, 2020

The global smart home
market is projected to reach
$138.9 billion by 2026
Global Smart Home Market, Research and
Markets Report, 2021

CONNECTING YOUR HOME WITH LG
Connected | Purifying | Sustainable
LG offers integrated, connected home solutions designed to satisfy and exceed all the
needs of your home from heating and cooling to puriﬁcation and efﬁciency control.
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LGRED° (Reliable to Extreme Degrees)
LGRED° is our line of extreme products that offer heating and cooling in areas that would have
previously been thought of as impossible for electriﬁcation. Fossil fuels no longer need to be your only
option in extreme temperatures which is better for the efﬁciency of your HVAC system and the
environment. With 100% rated capacity down to 5° F and continuous operations to -13° F for heating,
while offering cooling performance up to 118° F, LGRED° has you covered at both ends of the spectrum.
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PuriCareTM 360
LG is proud to offer asthma & allergy friendly® Certiﬁed* PuriCare™ air puriﬁers that remove over 90% of
airborne allergens. A unique puriﬁcation method promotes 360 degrees of clean air delivery, including areas
low to the ground where infants and toddlers can reap the rewards.

*Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America (AAFA)

LG THINQ APP CONNECTIVITY
TM

The control center for your LG smart
appliances from your smartphone
CONTROL AC REMOTELY
Turn on your smart air conditioner
remotely, so your home will be
cool when you arrive.

KEEP YOUR COOL
Receive a notiﬁcation on your
smartphone if the refrigerator
door is accidentally left open.

CLEAN FROM ANYWHERE
Be ready for last minute
guests with just a touch of
the ThinQ app.

GET LIVE LAUNDRY UPDATES
Get status updates sent to your
smartphone when the washer
has ﬁnished a cycle.

Google Assistant is a trademark of Google, Inc. Products are not
created by, afﬁliated with, or supported by Google Inc.

THE LG FUTURE IS HERE

Energy efﬁcient, low carbon footprint
Even with LG’s commitment to making products smarter and more efﬁcient for the home, we are
not sitting back and waiting for the future to come to us ... we are creating it.
From solar panels and energy storage systems to automotive charging technologies, LG intends
to be at the forefront of delivering cleaner and innovative products while connecting them all
together through LG’s total home ecosystem.
And when you connect your home with LG Air Conditioning Technologies, you have a trusted
partner for life.

Find out more at

www.lgcomfortzone.com

